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Spatial concentration - generalised measure of testing distribution 
of objects and spatial phenomena 

The paper presents a method of testing trends in spatial distribution of objects 
and phenomena. which has been called by the author ,,the spatial concentration method". 
For those fields of knowledge, where information about trends in spatial distribution of 
phenomena is important, two meanings of the term ,,concentration" arc used. With respect 
to functionality it means a mechanism of processes, which lead to Ji versification of concentration 
of tested objects or phenomena in space. With respect to the structural aspect, the term 
,.concentration" is understood as description of certain conditions of the tested spatial system, 
i.e. conditions of higher or lower concentration of the system elements. This paper focuses 
on concentration with respect to the latter case. 

The proposed method of spatial concentration is a tool, which allows for wide research 
investigations. It has been assumed that concentration is specified with respect to a reference 
function, which is selected according to the objective of investigations. Therefore it is possible to 
investigate various aspects of trends in distribution of phenomena. It should be stressed that the 
proposed method is of general nature, in a sense that it also covers other methods of investigations, 
which have been based on measures of concentration; the proposed method also allows for 
searching for trends in spatial distribution of phenomena and objects. The algorithm of 
determination of spatial concentration, presented in a simple form, is the base for software 
development and for automation of investigations. 

l. The term concentration 

Many researchers. who understand it in many ways. depending on diversified points 
of view and objectives of investigations (performed for geographic. economic, psycho 
logical and other purposes). have used the term ,,concentration'·. for those fields of 
knowledge. where information about trends in spatial distribution of phenomena is 
important. two meanings of the term ,,concentration'· are used. With respect to functionality 
1t means a mechanism of processes. which lead to diversification of concentration of 
tested objects or phenomena in space. With respect to the structural aspect, the term 
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.r oncentration" is understood as description of certain conditions of the tested spatial
system, i.e. conditions of higher or lower concentration of the sys Lem elements.

Concentration with respect to the second meaning is the object of cartographic
investigations. Conditions. which have been reached by a spatial system. may be
characterised and described by means of coefficients. which are based on various measures
of concentration; it may be also described graphically by means of a map of concentration.
In the first case. an investigated spatial system is considered as a numerical value of the
concentration coefficient: in the second case - the basic result of research in a map of
concentration. This paper deals with the second way of investigations.

2. Measures and maps of concentration 

Methods of investigations of concentration of spatial objects and phenomena have
been widely discussed in scientific literature. At the beginning concentration was specified
by means of simple quantitative factors. concerning mainly density or intensity. Maps of
density of phenomena, such as map of density of population, of forests. are often a graphic
illustration of such simple, factors.

Introduction of new methods of concentration investigation is, first of all, connected
with development of geography of settlements. Many publications started to appear in the
thirties; their authors have been introducing new and more complex measures of
concentration, which allow for investigation of various aspects of trends in distribution of
settlement networks. Later, coefficients of concentration were introduced to the narrower
extent in investigations concerning geography of population. agriculture, industry etc.
Review and evaluation of applied measures of concentration has been presented by
B.Kostrubiec [8]. It is worth to notice. that some concentration factors have been developed
by outstanding cartographers. The factor of F. Uhorczak [ l 5] of 1932 and the factor of
AH.Robinson and I.A.Barnes [ 13] may be mentioned; their authors were also the authors of
first maps of concentration, produced by means of an isarythmic method.

Methods of investigation of concentration based on a method, which was introduced in
1905 by M.O.Lorenz [ 12] are very popular and have been widely applied. Description of the
method. in the Polish language version. was presented by S.Fogelson in 1933 [5]. At
present, description of the method, together with many practical examples, have been
discussed in some publications related to mathematical statistics, as. For example, by:
S.Szulc [14], M.Krzysztofiak and D.Urbanek [11]. K.Zając [19]. The Lorenz method has
been developed and modified by various authors. R.Jedut [6] attempted to determine
relationships between the value of concentration factor and areas of selected territorial
units. K.Bromek [l l introduced derivative measures, such as the factor of geometric
concentration and eccentricity of concentration. I.Żurkowski [20] presented an analytical
method of determination of the concentration curve.

The concentration method in Lorenz approach was introduced to cartography by
F.Uhorczak and published in 1948 j 16]. Adopting the Lorenz method for cartography.
Uhorczak investigated trends in population distribution in Poland. The final result of his
work was a map, which has not been, however, called by him ,,a map of concentration". The
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method Introduced by F. Uhorczak and called by him later a method of mosaic concentration
[ l 7J was then methodologically described by K.Bromek [l]. R.Jedut 16J and B.Kostrubiec
l9]. The essence of that method concerns determination of concentration with respect ro
a surface of an assumed sys rem of basic fields. Zones of similar concentration are described
on the map basing on a diagram of the Lorenz curve.

The method of mosaic concentration, which is sometimes called ,,a distributed or
localised concentration", has been often applied, mainly for investigations of population
distribution. Example of such investigations as well as examples of maps of concentration
have been presented, among others, by K.Bromek [l ], R.Dorna11ski [4), R.Jedut [6],
RKosiński and A. Wojciechowski f7], B.Kostrubiec [9]. Interesting and untypical
utilisation of the discussed method has been proposed by M.Kozak and A.Szromik [10].
who investigated the spatial structure uf Kraków basing on produced maps of concentration.

In 1971 F.Uhorczak published modi fi cation of the method of mosaic concentration.
concerning introduction of ,,compact" zones of concentration The essence of that
modification concerns the consideration of geographic locations of territorial units in the
process of determination of zones. That modification has not been widely applied in
practice, although. according to FUhorczak's opinion, ,,maps of zone concentration present
a better and geographically ordered image of an investigated phenomenon". This results
from the fact that the proposed solution leaves too much freedom to the author of a map
when zones of concentration are delineated. The discussed method is not an explicit
process, what makes certain difficulties concerning introduction of exact mathematical
description, and. therefore. automation of map development.

In the majority of cases. units of administrative division or regular geometric fields, are
the bases for delineation of concentration zones on a map. However. it is possible to move
away from a conventionally understood system of basic fields. An example of such approach
is presented by K.Warakomska [ 18]. who produced a map of population concentration, where
equidistant lines (buffers). drawn from roads and bus stops, were the basic fields.

Another, unconventional way of development of maps of concentration of point
phenomena is presented by K.Buczkowski [2, 3]. The basis for delineation of concentration
zones was a set of distances between points. Distances may be measured as straight lines,
along roads or in any other way. what creates the possibility to develop many maps of
concentration for the same set of points.

3. Spolia/ concentration 

3.1.lnitial assumptions

The majority of known and discussed above methods of development maps of
concentration. allows to perform investigations only within the frames of a system of
surface. regular or irregular reference units. In this case the maximum concentration means
location of phenomena or objects in one. and the smallest reference unit. whereas
distribution of phenomena within such a unit 1s not important. This means that such
methods allow to learn one of many aspects concerning trends in spatial distribution of
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phenomena. A method. which presents more possibilities and which may be applied away 
from any systems of basic fields. is the proposed method of spatial concentration. 

Information on distribution of investigated objects or phenomena in space is the source 
materials for determination of spatial concentration. The proposed method requires that 
source data is considered as a finite set of points. It is the apparent limitation only. since, 
even for phenomena, which are presented by means of linear signatures or ranges on a map, 
it is also possible to replace a partially continuous image with a discrete set (Fig.l). 

················ ... 

Fig. I. Replacement of partially continuous images with discrete sets 

In the case of the discussed method, concentration of phenomena or objects, is 
determined with respect to the. so called, reference function. The reference function may be 
created by arbitrary phenomena, which are determined within the investigated area. This 
may be population density, a set of di stances between points of the investigated set, relative 
altitudes or absolute altitudes etc. Selection of the reference function depends on objective 
of investigations. 

Determination of spatial concentration means selection of a k-element subset, which is 
characterised by the highest spatial concentration with respect to the assumed reference 
function, from an n-element, initial set of points. For the n-element set of points, n 1/(n-k) !k! 
k-element combinations may be found, therefore such a subset must be specified in an 
explicit way. 

3.2. Def i n i ti o n of sp at i a l co n ce n tr at i o n 

Let us assume that the n-element set of points is discussed, which are unequally 
distributed within the investigated area. Such points correspond to real distribution of 
investigated phenomena or objects. 

Let us further assume that concentration is determined with respect to the reference 
function. which selection depends on objectives of investigations. 
After such initial assumptions, it is proposed to assume the following definition of spatial 
concentration: 

Let an n-element ser of points of co-ordinates: (Xi, Yi), (X1, Y1), ... , (X"' Y11) is 
given within the D area. Let the junction of two variables Z= f(X, Y), is 
determinedfor the set D, which is further called the reference function. If.from 
rhe n-element set a k-element subset is selected, which meets the condition: 
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L,f(X,, Y;) = extremum 
i=I 

(1) 

Then that subset is characterised by the extreme spatial concentration with 
respect to the assumed reference function. 

In the particular case, whenf(X1, Y1) = f(X2, Yz) = f(X,,, Y,,), the value of sum is constant 
for all subset of the same population. Thus we deal with the extreme concentration of the 
n-element set of points. 

3.3. The reference fu n ct i o n 

Spatial concentration should be determined with respect to the reference function, 
selected in accordance with objectives of investigations. This function may present the 
value of the phenomenon in an absolute way ( volume of falls, temperature, altitude above 
the sea level etc.) or in a relative way (density of population, density of a river network, 
forestation etc.). This function may be continuous (distribution of temperature, pressure 
etc.) or discrete (a set of distances between points of an investigated set, the sum of distances 
to five closest neighbours etc.). 

As it turns out from the condition specified in the definition, knowledge of the 
mathematical equation of the reference function is not required for determination of 
concentration. Only function values in points of the investigated set are required for 
performed testing. Those values may be obtained in various ways, depending on 
characteristics of the reference function. They may be read from the map (e.g. when the 
reference function is presented by means of the isoline method) or obtained as a result of 
measurements on a map (e.g. when the reference function is a set of distances assigned to 
points). They may also be determined by calculations based on various source materials or 
in another, justified way. 

3.4. Th e d i s tr i b u t i o n fu n c t i o n a n d th e c u r v e 
of spatial concentration 

The presented definition explicitly specified the condition, which should be met to 
characterise the selected subset of points by the extreme spatial concentration. The best way 
to practically implement the condition specified in the definition is to determine the 
distribution function of concentration. 

For that purpose let us consider values of the reference function: Z1, Z2, •.. , Z11, in points 
of the investigated set, as a set of elementary events and let us assign identical frequency to 
each point: 

1 " 
p; = - where LP; = l 

/1. i=I 

(2) 

Distribution of the random variable, specified in this way, allows to determine the 
distribution function of that variable: 
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F(Z) = P(Z < z) = L, p, (3) 

The distribution function allows to distinguish subset of a specified population, which 
are characterised by the extreme concentration, or, in other words. it allows to determine 
concentration classes. In order to increase perception abilities, step points of the distribution 
function may be connected by a continuous line, obtaining the function diagram; it is 
proposed to call this diagram as the spatial concentration curve. The spatial concentration 
curve may the basis for creation of new statistical measures, which allow to perform the 
general evaluation of trends in distribution of points of the investigated set. It also allows to 
develop a transparent legend for the map of concentration. 

Practical approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. where all stages of development of 
concentration maps for IO-element set of points are presented in a model way. 

For a large set of points, in the case when concentration is determined with respect to 
a phenomenon presented by means of isolines, the discussed procedure may be simplified 
and an approximate shape of the spatial concentration curve may be delineated 
immediately. 

For that purpose. the location of isolin es of the reference function should be delineated 
on the map; if possible, those i so lines should evenly cover the entire investigated area. The 
next stage is to determine the number of points, separately for each zones, delineated by 
isolines of neighbouring values. Determined numbers of points should be expressed as parts 
of the entire set. This allows to find a cumulative series of the number of points and to assign 
an appropriate isoline value to each element of the series. Thus, pairs of numbers are 
obtained, which are transferred as points on a plane of a rectangular co-ordinate system; 
i so line values should be marked on the abscissa and corresponding values of the cumulative 
series should be marked as ordinates. As a result of graphical approximation, the 
approximate diagram of the spatial concentration curve is obtained. 

3.5. Deter mi n at i o n of c I asses a n d pres en tat i o n of 
spatial concentration on a map 

The calculated distribution function or the spatial concentration curve is the basis for 
determination of concentration classes. Practical approach is presented in Fig. 2F and 2G, 
where classes covering 50% of all points, which are characterised by the highest spatial 
concentration with respect to the assumed reference function, have been determined. Only 
one concentration class has been determined in this case. More classes may be introduced, 
depending on objectives of investigations. 

In the process of determination of classes it is worth to consider the shape of the spatial 
concentration curve. Using the diagram, points of inflexion, and therefore ranges where the 
function is convex or concave, may be distinguished. Points of inflexion point to those 
values, which should be considered in the process of class selection. The expansion of 
classes is determined by location of the curve. Those parts of the diagram, which are almost 
parallel to the abscissa. should fall into one class. Convexity of the function leads to the 
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nr z p 

1, 2, 3, 
9, 10 0,4 0,5 
4, 5, 6 
7 0,9 0,2 
8 1,3 0,3 

1,0 
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nr - point numbers 
z - values of the reference function 
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p - frequency 

0 Statistical distribution of an investigated phenomenon ( distribution of 
random variables) 
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E Distribution functions of spatial concentration in a tabular form 
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F Diagrams of distribution functions of spatial concentration 
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including 50% of points of the highest concentration 
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Fig. 2. Successive stages (the algorithm) of development of spatial concemration maps 

necessity of creation of classes of the increasing expansion; its concavity to classes of the 
decreasing expansion. 

Creation of classes is equivalent with division of points of the investigated set into 
subsets, which are characterised by various levels of spatial concentration. The important 
element of works is appropriate selection of a method of cartographic presentation, which 
llows, in a readable way. to present those subsets on a map. It has been stated that the best 
results are obtained. when the presentation method is connected with the nature of the 
reference function. This is presented in Fig 2H. where some possibilities of the proposed 
method have been also presented. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents new proposals concerning investigations of trends in spatial 
distribution of phenomena and objects. The proposed method of spatial concentration is 
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a tool. which allows to perform wicie investigations. It has been assumed that concentration
is determined with respect to the reference function. selected in accordance with objectives
investigations. Therefore it is possible to investigate various aspects of trends of
phenomena distribution. It should be stressed that the proposed method is of general nature,
in a sense, that it also covers other methods of investigations, which have been based on
measures of concentration; it gives practically unii mired poss ibi I i ties to search for trends i n
spatial distribution of phenomena and objects.

The algorithm of determination of spatial concentration, presented in a simple
form, forms the bases for software development and for combining it with existing systems,
which support the process of development of maps, as well as Geographic Information
Systems.
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Krzysztof Buczkowski 

Koncentracja przestrzenna - uogólniona miara badania rozmieszczenia obiektów 
i zjawisk przestrzennych 

Streszczenie

W pracy przedstawiona została metoda badania prawidłowości w przestrzennym rozmieszczeniu obiektów
i zjawisk, nazwana przez autora metodą koncentracji przestrzennej. W tych dziedzinach wiedzy, dla których
istotne jest poznanie prawidłowości w przestrzennym rozmieszczeniu zjawisk, pojęcie koncentracji jest używane
w dwojakim znaczeniu. W ujęciu funkcjonalnym oznacza ono mechanizm przebiegu procesów, które prowadzą
do zróżnicowania skupienia badanych zjawisk lub obiektów w przestrzeni. W ujęciu strukturalnym natomiast,
pojęcie koncentracja rozumiane jest jako opis pewnego stanu jaki osiągnął badany układ przestrzenny, stanu
większego lub mniejszego skupienia jego elementów. Przedmiotem rozważań jest koncentracja w tym drugim
znaczeniu.

Proponowana metoda koncentracji przestrzennej jest narzędziem, które daje szerokie możliwości prowadze
nia badań. Przyjęto założenie, że koncentracja jest wyznaczana względem wybranej zgodnie z celem badań
funkcji odniesienia. Istnieje w związku z tym możliwość badania różnych aspektów prawidłowości rozmiesz
czenia zjawisk. Należy podkreślić, że proponowana metoda ma charakter ogólny, w tym sensie, że obejmuje
również inne stosowane dotychczas sposoby badań oparte na miarach koncentracji oraz daje duże możliwości
poszukiwań prawidłowości w przestrzennym rozmieszczeniu zjawisk i obiektów.

Podany w prostej formie algorytm wyznaczania koncenuacji przestrzennej daje podstawy do przygotowania
oprogramowania i automatyzację procesu badań.

Kiuuiumotp EyitKOBCKU 

Ilpoc rpa ncrueuuaa KOll!lCIITJJallllH - 06061.11c1111aH Mepa IICCJlC[JQB311IIH paJMCIUCIIIIH 

npocrpaucrneum.rx 061,eKTOB li HBne1111ii 

Pe 3 10 Me 

B paóo re npezicranneu MeTOJI nccnenona-mn 1aKOHOMe11ocT11 n nponpaHCTBe1-11-10M 
pa1Mewe111t11 06beKT013 11 5tl3ne1111ii, Ha383HHLll1 3LlTOpOM MeTC)LlOM npocrpancruenuoii xouueur pauuu. 
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8 Tex oónacrsx 3Ha1111ii, LlJlil KOTOpL!X cywccTBeHHLIM annae rca 3Ha1-111e 33KOHOMep!·IOCTl1

Il npocTpa!iCTBCHHOM pa3Me[UCH!HI i!BJ1e111111, nourrrue K011Ue1Hj)3Ulll·I ynorpefinaer ca 13 LlllOj:1110M

311il'le1-11111. 8 cjl)'l·IKUIIOllaJll.,l!OM cr-n.icne 0110 o603HaYaCT Mexa11113M xozia npoueccou, KOTOj)Lle UeL1yT

K Ll!lcjlcjlepe11u1,1pona111110 CKOJ1e111rn IICCJlCLJ)'eMblX H£lJle1111ii IIJlll 061,eKTOll u npocr paucrne. 3aTO

B crpyxrypam.nov nO)lXOLJe, noun rue KOHUCHTpau1-n1 paCCMaTpHBaeTC/1 KaK on11ca1-111e uexo'roporo

COCT051Hllil, xaxoro nocrurna HCCJJenyeMa/1 npoccrpaucruennaa CHCTeMa, COCTO/IHl15l óorn.urero 11Jll1

MeHLwero CKOllJJC!illil ee )JJeMeHTOB. IlpeLJMeTOM 11aw11x paccyxnennii ill3JJ5leTC5l KOHUeHTpaUH/1 13 }TOM

npyror-i 3HaYCHIIH.

Ilpennaracwuii r-reron npocrpancr aeuuoś KOl!UeHTpaUHH aunne.rca opynuew, KOTOpoe LJaeT

WMJJOKHe B03M0)KHOCTH nposeneaaa HCCJleLJOB31H1H. Ilp11Hi!TO npeL11lOJJO:-KeH11e, YTO KOHUeHTj)3UH5l

onpenenserca OTHOCHTeJJbHO l136pa1moi1, corriacuoił C uern.io HCCJleLJOB3HHii, cjJyHKUHH OTHOCHMOCTH.

Cyuiecr ayer 13 CB5!3H C TeM 803M0)1(H0CTL HCCJleLIOIJ3HHil pa3111,IX acneKT013 33KOHOMepHOCTl1 paaweiueuas

5113J1e1111ii. Cnenye r llOLJYepKHYTL, '!TO npennaraer-n.ni MeTO/l HMeeT 06w11i1 xapaxrep, B TOM CMLICJJe, 'ITO

OXl33Tbll33eT T3K)l(e npyrue np11MeH51eMLJe LJO CHX nop cnocoóu 11CCJJe/lOl33HHH, OCHOBaHHLJe Ha r-repax

KOHUeHTpau1111, a T3K)l(e naer 60J1LWHe IJ03M0)1(1·10CTH nOl·ICKa 33KOHOMepHOCTH Il npocrpancr seuuov

pa3MeLUeHHH 51BJleHHH 11 o6beKTOB.

IlpenCTaBJJeHHLIH Il npOCTOH cjJopMe an ropur r-i onpenenenus npoCTpaHCTBeHHOH KOHUeHTj)3UH11

LJaeT oc110IJL1 LJJJH nonroroaxn nporpasssororo 06ecneYe1111H 11 aIJTOMannau1111 npouecca 11ccneL10BaH11il.


